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from Versailles and war guilt, minority treaties revised, and
Italy's conquest of Abyssinia recognized. Great Britain -was
asked, according to the same authority, to consent to a re-
organization of the Czech state on the model of the Swiss
federal system, the Sudetenland being allowed to acquire a
status similar to that of a Swiss canton.   Thirdly, Great
Britain was to refrain from giving the Austrian Government
any diplomatic political or military assistance. In return Ger-
many was to shelve the colonial issue for six years, to restore
peace in Spain after Great Britain had given de jure recogni-
tion to Franco, and to mediate in the Far East. The extreme
bitterness with which the Nazi press attacked * this master-
piece of lying reporting' suggests that it was not wholly
without foundation.  It falls significantly into line with the
course of events during 1938, and it symbolizes a deliberate
abandonment of Eden's policy on every point.  Halifax did
not commit himself and does not seem to have made a par-
ticularly good impression on Hitler. The ponderous sincerity
that met with a, response in Gandhi is not necessarily adapted
to evoke enthusiasm in the sombre mystic of Berchtesgaden
—who embodies the most complex personal equation since
Martin Luther.
Also it would seem that the proposals were more than the
Cabinet could stomach. By the beginning of December
Eden's position with his colleagues was described as being
* tremendously strong as the result of Berchtesgaden '. There
had been something unsatisfactory about this Chamberlain
manoeuvre. It left an unpleasant taste in the mouth, and
Chamberlain was never able to explain it or make party
capital out of it. The public heard of it all a week before
Parliament did.
As early as loth November the 'Evening Standard was able
to tell the world that Halifax would be meeting Hitler. The
same paper was apparently in a position, half an hour before
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